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Preserving Our Wildlands & Charting a Path Forward

Eastern Bluebird at Matchedash Bay PWA on the First Day of Spring

Since our last newsletter the Board has been busy. We’ve decided to do battle with invasive Phragmites and with
help are making the important first steps at attacking the growing problem. While preserving what we have is an
obvious priority there is so much
h more that needs to be done. To guide the way we’re developing our first ever
strategic plan. This will help us identify further priorities and create a plan to achieve our goals. It’s an exciting time
with renewed energy amongst the volunteer board. MTM relies heavily on volunteers and our members. To enact
some of the projects we envision we’ll need more of both. If you want to help or if you know someone who’d like
to join, email info@mtmconservation.org or leave a message for us to call you, at 705-322-2200.
2200.

Going after the Invasive Phragmites

A Stand of Phragmites

An application by MTM Conservation Association for funding to remove Invasive Phragmites from Tiny Marsh is
presently being considered by a federal agency, while Georgian Bay Forever has filed an application to another
agency to address Invasive Phrag in Matchedash Bay (including in the Matchedash Bay Provincial Wildlife Area).

The MTM project will involve using mechanical cutting equipment (truxors) for large stands, and volunteers using
cane-cutters to take out sparser stands. Targeted herbicide treatment will be needed along the dykes where roots
have penetrated the structures. This work would be done in late July to end of August.

Initially, MTM’s plan was to seek full funding for one year, with volunteer cleanup in years 2 and 3 but during the
process of gathering information and seeking expert advice, the scope of the application was expanded to extend
mechanical cutting and herbicide to years 2 and 3. Tiny Township committed some financial support for the length
of the project and Ducks Unlimited committed support for the first year – for which we express our gratitude!
Many other groups and individuals committed in-kind and volunteer support. If MTM’s application is refused by
the federal government, we will work on other ways of dealing with this issue – we have no choice, as phragmites
threatens the very existence of our productive wetlands.
The MTM application received letters of support from Tiny Township, the Severn Sound Environmental
Association, Birds Canada, Professor Lynn Short of Humber College, consultant David Hawke, the MidlandPenetanguishene Field Naturalists’ Club, Nature Barrie and Georgian Bay Forever. A heartfelt thanks to you all!
Mapping for the Tiny Marsh project could take place this year, in which case MTM will need a contractor with
experience in the use of GIS methodology to map and evaluate wetlands, as well as experience in biological
surveys and / or working on Species at Risk. The deadline for proposals on the project is April 12 2021. Contact
info@mtmconservation.org for RFP details.

Planning the Future
There’s a laundry list of projects M-T-M board members would like to tackle, most of which require a significant
amount of time, or money, or both. The M-T-M directors have begun a process of prioritizing projects, from basic
maintenance, to major improvements, to tackling invasive species, increasing educational opportunities and more.
Within the mandate of its founding documents, M-T-M is in the midst of creating a strategic plan for the next three
years. The 2021-2023 strategic plan is a work in progress, and the board intends to present a final draft at the
upcoming AGM. The intent is that the plan will be the guiding document for the organization to ensure directors
are focused together upon agreed next steps, and to share the intent of the board with full transparency, to
members at large.
The board recognizes the need to focus and prioritize. We also understand a plan to strengthen and maintain the
Tiny, Marl and Matchedash sites can only be executed with the support of our membership, and the communities
that surround these three wildlife areas. We look forward to your ongoing support over the three-year execution
of our new strategic plan. In the meantime, we also appreciate your input. Please don’t hesitate to share your
thoughts on the next three years by emailing us at: info@mtmconservation.org

Garlic Mustard: The Big Pull
Join members of the Tiny Marsh invasives committee any Saturday in May between 9 am and noon in our quest to
control Garlic Mustard. We’ll be pulling out this invasive weed that out-competes the native flora on which
pollinators and other insects depend (with birds and other creatures up the food chain depending on the butterfly
and moth caterpillars that feed only on the native host plants with which they have co-evolved). There will be signs
to direct you to wherever we are working. Some of us pull the weed on other days of the week in May – email
info@mtmconservation.org or call 705-322-2200 to arrange another time. (It’s lovely at the Marsh in early spring).

Masks are to be worn and social distancing is to be observed. (There’s enough Garlic Mustard
Mustar for us to
spread out and into separate locations!)

By Barbara Crawford

Trumpeter Swans at Marl Lake and Tiny Marsh

There are two swans – tagged V46 and V70 - that make Tiny Marsh their summer home. I have watched the pair
over the last couple of years. They were both banded as adults at the Wye Marsh in February, 2019.

That year they were successful in raising two cygnets at Tiny Marsh and I was hoping to see them again the
following year. In the spring of 2020 they returned. I was disappointed at first as they did not arrive together, but
eventually paired up again and nested in an area that could be watched.
Again that year they hatched out two cygnets but unfortunately the young did not survive. From reports posted to
the Ontario Trumpeter Swan Facebook page it appears that they spent the winter in the Marl Lake area. Once
again this year, V70 was by herself at the Wye Marsh at first, but a couple of days later a post showed them
together in Wasaga Beach. Hoping to see them back at Tiny soon!
We also have another pair of swans - X32 and an untagged mate – at Tiny Marsh.. They hatched out six cygnets last
year and brought the 3 surviving ones to spend the winter at the Wye Marsh. This couple has already returned to
Tiny Marsh so looking forward to new additions again this year.

The Ontario Trumpeter Swan Restoration Soc
Society
iety keeps a record of where these birds are over the year to track
their movements and chart their growing population.
There is also a dedicated group of people that rescues Trumpeter Swans from danger. Members stepped up in
2015 to help a swan that had been illegally shot in the wing at Tiny Marsh. They named him Lonesome. He was
taken to the Toronto Wildlife Centre, but the injury was too serious and he did not survive.
A further problem swans face is death from ingesting lead. Anglers should ensure th
their
eir lures and sinkers are leadlead
free and collect discarded fishing line (there are receptacles at Tiny Marsh) as swans and other birds can become
entangled in it.
Barbara Crawford is a member of the Tiny Marsh biodiversity committee.

Important Bird Areas to Become Key Biodiversity Areas
By Anne McArthur

Bald Eagle at Matchedash

Photo: Anne McArthur

Birds Canada is in the process of changing the Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas (IBA) to the new designation
of Key Biodiversity Areas (KBA). In 2016, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) along with
BirdLife International and conservation organizations worldwide, including Birds Canada, have come together to
create a new program for identifying areas important to maintaining all biodiversity under one roof. Because the
criteria are similar with both IBAs and KBAs, the groundwork is already in place for IBAs to move to the new KBA
designation.
With 65 IBAs in Ontario, both Tiny Marsh and Matchedash Bay were given the IBA designation in part because of
the Least Bittern (threatened) and Black Terns that use both wetlands as nesting sites. Between Tiny Marsh and
Matchedash Bay, there is significant wetlands and forest that support a wide variety of biodiversity and wildlife
populations. It’s important for birders to continue posting their sightings of these species to eBird as ongoing
documentation.
Key Biodiversity Areas are vital for helping to monitor and conserve these important sites now and for future
generations.
Anne McArthur is IBA Caretaker for Tiny Marsh and Matchedash Bay

Tiny Marsh Report and Pheasant Hunt Update
By Randy Tucker

Winter was not kind to our pheasant pens this year. For those of you who were out deer hunting in Simcoe County
the first week of December you would remember the foot of heavy wet snow that we got hit with. It definitely
was great for tracking deer, but when one of our volunteers went to check out the pheasant pens, it was
disheartening to see that as many as a dozen posts and much of the netting had collapsed under the weight of all
that snow. But not to worry, our pheasant committee volunteers have assessed the damage now that the snow
has melted and will be scheduling a work day to repair the pens over the next few weeks so that they will be ready
for our fall hunt.

We are happy to see that many of our regulars will be returning this fall, so you will see several familiar faces. I’m
sure many of you are as anxious as we are to get outdoors and back to one of our favourite pastimes, so start
getting ready, train your dogs, and know that we are getting things ready too.

Randy and Doug Tucker install a brand new nest box that was donated by Ritchie’s Feeds ‘N Needs

On March 10, 2021 at Tiny Marsh, volunteers: Randy Tucker, Doug Tucker, Ken Hall, Peter Ferraro and Craig
Lalonde did maintenance and gathered data on the duck boxes throughout the marsh. As many as 30 wood duck
boxes were inspected and assessed. Some survived the season and were cleaned out and replaced with nesting
material. Some did not survive and had to be replaced. When you install and maintain boxes, you are giving cavity
nesters like wood ducks, goldeneyes and mergansers, a helping hand when natural cavities such as holes in trees
made by woodpeckers, disease or lightning, are scarce. Other birds can also benefit from these structures including
Eastern Screech Owls and American Kestrel This outing has prompted a few of the volunteers to coordinate a
summer workshop so keep your eyes out for news to come.
Special thanks to local business Ritchie’s Feeds ‘N Needs for donating these beautiful duck boxes.

Report from Matchedash Provincial Wildlife Area
By Robert Codd

Cowan Trail has a new gate!
Many thanks to Jack Tynan for his help with this. It's not a big job but it's also not a one person job either.
This gate has been missing for quite a while, allowing easy access for motorized vehicles and the
damage they do to our trails. Hopefully this will deter some of the unauthorized access.

The new signage makes the job complete

After we finished my wife, Sue & I enjoyed a walk around the Cowan Trail.

Like so many other outdoor spaces this winter, the trail here was well travelled and easy walking.
Jack pointed out a side trail that I never knew existed even though it shows on the trail map. It was so
overgrown we'd never noticed it. Some folks had broken trail through the snow but Sue & I didn't really
feel like bushwhacking so we headed towards the pavilion.

It's an inviting & well made structure and it is in good condition. All the interpretive signs in the pavilion are
in good shape and the numbered posts they refer to all seem to be there. A bit of brushing out would be
nice.

It even has a privy. And no, I wasn't adventurous.
We walked on to the beaver pond where this sight awaited us

It's an open question how this damage occurred but it's pretty clear that this structure must come down.

So on March 20, the first day of spring, we returned and the deed was done (finally) with the help of our
friend, volunteer and MTM member Heather.

It’s sad really but this had become a hazard and too big to ignore.

Many MTM members are familiar with Tiny Marsh but know little of our other sites. We want to change that and
we invite you to visit the Provincial Wildlife Areas at Matchedash and Marl Lake ( more on Marl Lake to follow)
There are three main access points to the Matchedash PWA all with parking: Thiffault Wildlife Area in Tay
Township on Quarry Rd. Cowan Trail on Kinnear Sideroad and Big Rock Landing , complete with boat launch, on
Lawson Line
We have a constant need for volunteers to help us maintain these precious sites. Some timely work here could
have prevented the demise of an old friend. If you’re interested in helping please drop us an email at:
info@mtmconservation.org

Marl Lake Report
By Wayne Campbell

Spring sees the snow receding and the wildlife returning to Marl Lake Provincial Wildlife Area.
The committee is taking advantage of this nice weather and checking out the condition of the
marsh to see what winter has left behind.

Photo courtesy Richard Kitchen

A local group of volunteers is currently raising funds to replace the main information sign at Marl. I’ve
seen the proofs and it looks great. Here’s wishing them success.

We also plan to add some signage to the trails seen in the map below and add some directions on our
website soon.

Marl Lake can be accessed from Ryther Rd in Wasaga Beach

map: Wayne Cambell

We hope you get a chance to check out MTM’s hidden gem this year!

Annual General Meeting
MTM Conservation Association will hold its Annual General Meeting at 7 pm, Monday, May 31 2021, at the Nature
Interpretive Centre, 500 Tiny Flos Townline, north of Elmvale – if COVID conditions permit. Stay tuned. We look
forward to seeing as many members as possible in attendance, so we can update you on what's been going on and
what lies ahead. MTM has 15 director positions. This year, three positions are vacant. You must be a member as of
March 31 2021 to bee eligible to vote at th
the AGM. You can join online at www.mtmconservation.org paying (S20)
by e-transfer
transfer or cheque. If you know anyone who would be a good choice for the board, or if you are interested
yourself, email info@mtmconservation.org or leave a message for us to call you, at 705-322-2200.
2200. Nominations
can also come from the floor of the meeting.

Not Every Sign of Spring is a Welcome One
By Jack Tynan

Spring brings bird migrations, green shoots and mammal sightings. Unfortunately, when warmer weather arrives
two unwelcome sightings also often appear
appear.. As the snow melts, garbage emerges, and some unwelcome visitors
consider taking loads of garbage from ho
home to the M-T-M
M sites part of their spring cleaning ritual. And although
motorized vehicles are not permitted (other than a few vehicles authorized to visit the sites for maintenance or
environmental work) ATVs find their way in, damaging trails and disrup
disrupting wildlife.

The sign committee has ordered new signs through the MNRF for all three sites reminding motorized vehicle
operators that they are prohibited. A new permit system for authorized vehicles will be introduced
soon. Ultimately, violators can be charged with trespassing. The committee will also add no-littering signs this
spring. Members can help here, too, by reminding anyone they see with an ATV or 4X4 vehicle on the trails that
there are rules prohibiting such activity, by helping directors collect garbage, by watching for and reporting any
littering, by calling the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry tip line at 1-877-847-7667 to report violators,
and generally sharing with others who enjoy the sites the unfortunate impact of driving through them, or leaving
trash behind.

MTM Conservation Association
PO Box 171
Tiny, ON L0L 2T0
705-322-2200
Info@mtmconservation.org

